Innovation. Inspiration. Results.

BMW PILE INSTALLATION
BMW were looking to build a flagship showroom
over the Waterworks River in the Olympic Park.
A landmark display of this international brand,
at a landmark event.
Access via the Olympic Park was severely restricted. Bridge
heights over the river also restricted the size of plant that could
be brought to site via the river. Land & Water Services brought
a solution that meant no material or plant access was needed
through the Olympic Park.
Land & Water’s intimate knowledge of the waterways around
East London, and particularly of the Olympic Park, were
instrumental to winning the BMW contract for the installation
of the piled foundations for their flagship showroom.

Project Delivery
• The project required 22nr tubular piles, 559mm dia to be
driven to a depth of 12–14m below river bed level
• The piles were then capped and beams and knee braces
fixed ready to receive the steel work for the new showroom
building
• Overall length of the tubes was in the region of 16m so
Land & Water elected to have them delivered to site in two
pieces and used their own Ravestein pontoon mounted
with hiab crane to drive them into the ground
• Section one was driven to water level with a vibrating
hammer with the second section welded to complete the pile
• The tube was then driven to final level or set with an
8t hydraulic drop hammer. The piles were trimmed with
beams and braces fitted within a 5mm tolerance
A nearby major UK Power Networks cable could have been
impacted by our work so UKPN fitted vibration monitoring
equipment in preparation. At no time were the monitors
triggered by our works.

Project Particulars
• The project was carried out for BMW
• Project took place over 3 months January –
March 2012
• Land & Water’s Ravestein pontoon utilised
with hiab crane

Find us on the internet at

www.land-water.co.uk
Contact us on 0844 225 1958
The Land & Water Group are award-winning inland waterway and coastal project specialists
based in the UK. Throughout their 37-year history, they have become synonymous with
finding creative and effective solutions to complex challenges in the specialist environment
where land and water meet. Often working in difficult or unpredictable landscapes, their work
is always completed with attention to the local surroundings, people and environment.
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VALUE:
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